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Essentialist thinking predicts culpability and punishment
judgments
Yian Xua, Colleen M. Berryessa b, Mackenzie Dowda, Darrell Pentaa and John
D. Coleya

aDepartment of Psychology, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA; bSchool of Criminal Justice, Rutgers
University, Newark, NJ, USA

ABSTRACT
People often perceive social groups (e.g. ethnic groups,
occupations, gender groups) as having fixed membership and
discrete boundaries. This paper proposes that essentialist beliefs
about abstract crime concepts, as naturally defined and
universally coherent, play a role in culpability and sentencing
judgments. In three studies, a general sample of college students
(Study 1, n = 52), a lay public sample recruited from MTurk (Study
2, n = 102), and a sample of college students recruited from
criminal justice classrooms (Study 3, n = 62) read crime vignettes
and made culpability and sentencing decisions. We measured
essentialist beliefs about crime categories by using an adapted
essentialism scale for crimes, hypothesizing that essentialist
tendencies would predict higher culpability ratings and harsher
punishments. Results showed that lay participants had an overall
tendency to endorse essentialist statements, and their essentialist
ratings significantly predicted culpability and sentencing
judgments with regards to the corresponding crimes. In contrast,
students with formal education in criminal justice showed
significantly weaker essentialist thinking about crime concepts,
and their essentialist ratings did not predict culpability and
sentencing outcomes. The current findings provide new evidence
regarding how essentialist thinking and subject matter
knowledge frames lay understandings about crime concepts, and
how such intuitive beliefs may systematically influence legal
judgments.
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The notion that extralegal factors influence legal decisions that determine responsibility
and sentencing is not a newly studied phenomenon. Legal decision-making is a human
process, which makes it susceptible to a wide range of systematic cognitive biases and
heuristics that commonly exhibit across different cultural, economic, educational, and
other demographic backgrounds (e.g. Levinson et al., 2017; Peer & Gamliel, 2013;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Vidmar, 2011). For example, research has shown that individ-
uals selectively search for evidence that confirms their preliminary judgments while dis-
regarding evidence that supports alternative assumptions in legal decision-making (Ask
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& Granhag, 2005; Rassin et al., 2010). Outcome information can affect mock jurors’ judg-
ments on the foreseeability of hazardous accidents, which, in turn, can alter beliefs about
a defendant’s mental states prior to an event (Harley, 2007; Hastie et al., 1999). Attorneys
may exhibit conjunction fallacy by overestimating the probability of certain trial out-
comes that are described in greater details (Fox & Birke, 2002). Judges may also exhibit
anchoring effects when granting compensatory damage awards (Guthrie et al., 2001) or
in sentencing (Englich & Mussweiler, 2001).

When making legal judgments, decision-makers – whether they are judges or layper-
sons –most often do not have enough information or time to make completely informed
decisions. In response, they may develop automatic, ‘patterned responses’ or biases in
their decision-making based on the background information of a criminal case (Albonetti,
1991). ‘Patterned responses’, for example, influenced legal decision-making based on the
social identity (e.g. gender, race, or mental illness diagnosis) of those who have com-
mitted the crime (Berryessa, 2019; Hartley et al., 2007; Jones & Cauffman, 2008; Norenza-
yan & Heine, 2005): Research has shown that men often receive harsher treatment in
sentencing than women (Rodriguez et al., 2006) and that African-Americans receive
more punitive sanctions involving residential placement compared to white Americans
(Starr, 2015). Particularly, essentialist beliefs about social categories, or the extent to
people assume members from certain social groups are naturally determined by an
underlying ‘essence’, thus having fixed membership and sharing uniform features (Ahn
et al., 2001; Gelman, 2004; Haslam et al., 2000; Medin & Ortony, 1989), may lead to sys-
tematic discrimination and biased legal decisions. For instance, research has found that
judges’ essentialist beliefs about mental disorders being genetically determined may
increase the perceived dangerousness of those who have committed crimes, leading to
more support for incapacitation (Berryessa, 2019).

To date, the scholarly discussion on the influence of essentialism in the legal context
has primarily focused on essentialist beliefs about people who have committed crimes
(e.g. attributing criminal acts to an ‘immoral essence’, that is often considered genetically
determined and difficult to change; see Berryessa, 2016; Heiphetz, 2020). Vel-Palumbo
et al. (2018) used an essentialism scale adapted from Haslam and colleagues’ original
research on social essentialism (2000) to systematically measure people’s essentialist
beliefs towards those who have committed different types of crimes (sexual assault,
drug use, hate crimes, assault, murder, fraud, theft, and vandalism), and found partici-
pants were most likely to essentialize those who have committed sexual assaults than
other types of crimes. Results also showed that essentialist thinking predicted support
for restrictive policies toward sex offenders (Vel-Palumbo et al., 2018). Berryessa (2020)
found similar results using the same range of offenses, also finding essentialist beliefs
to predict support for increased punitiveness in sentencing via support for retribution,
deterrence, and incapacitation (Berryessa, 2020). Potential attribution of criminal acts to
a ‘criminal essence’ predicted stronger motives for punishments (Carlsmith et al., 2002;
Heiphetz, 2020). These works suggested the role of essentialist thinking in legal
decision-making.

Whereas previous studies mainly examined essentialist beliefs about people who have
committed crimes, recent research from cognitive psychology suggested that essentialist
reasoning may apply to abstract concepts in a similar manner as to concrete entities. For
example, Lindquist and colleagues (2013) have discussed essentialist beliefs about
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emotion categories (e.g. anger, happiness) as having discrete boundaries and necessary
features. Besides, shared values can also be seen as the ‘essence placeholder’ in
people’s intuitive understanding about abstract concepts such as poems or science
(see discussions on value-based essentialism, Bailey et al., 2020; Newman & Knobe,
2019). As essential beliefs about social identities of people who have committed crimes
can have negative impacts on legal decision-making, we propose that essentialist
beliefs about abstract crime concepts might as well negatively affect legal decision-
making. Specifically, the current paper aims to examine the extent to which essentialist
beliefs about crime concepts per se, such as rape, theft, or drug use, may predict pat-
terned perceptions of culpability and punishment decisions.

According to the theories of psychological essentialism, essentialist beliefs should
entail a set of assumptions on the perceived naturalness and coherence of the concept
(e.g. Ahn et al., 2001; Barrett, 2001; Gelman et al., 1994; Gelman & Wellman, 1991;
Haslam et al., 2000; Heyman & Giles, 2006; Medin & Ortony, 1989; Rhodes et al., 2017).
Thus, an essentialist understanding of a criminal concept could involve: (1) the belief in
a shared essence (value) for a given crime, (2) the belief that crimes are objectively exist-
ent and defined instead of socially constructed, (3) the belief that criminal concepts are
universally endorsed and stay constant across time and space, (4) the belief that types
of crimes have well-defined boundaries that make them distinct from all other types of
crimes, (5) the belief that different instances of the same crime should have similar fea-
tures, and therefore, (6) the belief that just hearing the generic label of a crime should
allow us to make rich inferences about any particular instance or cases involving it.

Therefore, an essentialist view of murder may lead to assumptions that murder con-
tains underlying components (e.g. moral values, instantiation format, intentions) that
qualify it as murder, and those definitions of murder have been naturally determined
and pre-existent even before being documented by criminal justice theorists and legis-
lators. Alternatively, a non-essentialist view of murder would consider the concept of
murder as being arbitrarily constructed by the human society, for which definitions
could vary across contexts, societies, and historical periods.

As essentialist thinking may affect how crimes themselves are understood and categor-
ized, psychological essentialism toward crime concepts may conceivably bias and affect
evaluations of both culpability and punishment regarding those crimes. Presumably,
the more someone essentializes certain crimes and believes them to be forbidden by
the natural law instead of being simply regulated by a single society, the more likely
they might see the act as being inherently ‘wrong’, and that those who have committed
such crimes should be held responsible for their harmful and blameworthy actions
(Lamond, 2007). The ‘fact’ (to the extent that people believe so) that the definition of a
crime is absolute, clear-cut and universally endorsed might also compel people to
punish that inherent ‘wrongness’ or viciousness for retribution. In contrast, one with a
non-essentialist perspective who sees crimes as made up by an arbitrary group of legis-
lators or by social convention, but without inherent and absolute moral wrongness
embedded, could take a more flexible and lenient view on criminal behaviors, thus per-
ceiving individuals engaging in them as less responsible for condemnation or blame if
the act is not perceived to be morally wrong or harmful and less in need of punishment.

To test this possibility, we first presented eight crime vignettes to a group of under-
graduate students (Study 1) to observe their essentialist beliefs about a list of relatively
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familiar crime concepts (murder, arson, rape, theft, robbery, burglary, embezzlement,
drug violation) and how that may bias their culpability and punishment judgments. We
then replicated the study with a more diverse sample of participants recruited from
MTurk (Study 2), and a group of advanced university students with specific training in
criminal justice (Study 3).1 Building upon the theoretical frameworks and previous evi-
dence summarized above, we hypothesized that stronger endorsement of essentialist
beliefs about crime concepts would predict higher ratings of culpability and harsher pun-
ishment judgments.

Study 1

Study 1 examined essentialist beliefs about crime concepts among a group of college stu-
dents drawn from a general undergraduate subject pool and explored their relations to
the judgments of culpability and punishment. We presented participants with a range
of crime vignettes varying on three situational factors: malicious intention of the protago-
nist, detrimental consequences of the action, and violence of the act. Participants rated
these vignettes for perceived culpability of the protagonist and suggested a punishment
quantified by the length of sentencing. We also adapted a measure of essentialist thinking
(Haslam et al., 2000) to assess the degree to which individuals essentialized a set of cor-
responding crime categories.

Method

Participants. Fifty two undergraduate students (57% male, 42% female), recruited from a
psychology participant pool of a private university in the Northeast U.S.A., completed
Study 1 for course credit in summer, 2016. The mean age of participants was 19.0 years
(SD = .91). The sample included 62% Caucasian, 21% Asian, 12% Hispanic/Latino and
6% other race. Most participants were from middle class or relatively affluent families:
66.0% had annual household incomes greater than $75,000. 67% of the participants
self-identified as liberal while 12% self-identified as conservative.

Materials
Crime vignettes. For each of the eight crime categories (Murder, Theft, Arson, Rape, Robbery,
Burglary, Embezzlement and Drug Violation), we designed four short fictional vignettes
about an individual engaging in a crime-like behavior, for a total of 32 vignettes. For
instance, one murder vignette read as follows:2

A man is driving home from a movie late at night. He is sending a text message when the car
hits someone crossing the road. He is so scared that he drives away. The injured man dies the
next day because of excessive loss of blood.

Within each crime category, the four vignettes varied with respect to malicious intention
of the protagonist, violence of the act, and detrimental consequences of the action, three
factors both normatively and empirically relevant to decision-making about culpability
and punishment.

Essentialism scales. In order to measure participants’ essence-related beliefs about
crimes, we used an essentialism scale adapted from Haslam and colleagues’ work on
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social essentialism (2000). This included nine individual items which together capture two
sub-dimensions of essentialism: naturalness and cohesiveness. Naturalness refers to the
extent to which a given category is regarded as objective, discovered, sharply
bounded, and invariant across time and space (corresponding items including natural-
ness, necessity, stability, immutability, and discreteness). Cohesiveness refers to the degree
to which categories are seen as homogeneous and having inductive potential (corre-
sponding items including uniformity, exclusivity, informativeness, and inherence). We
modified the original items to assess essentialist thinking about crime categories;
wording of all items was presented in Table 1. Participants rated each crime category
on each of the nine essentialism items. Responses were given on a scale ranging from
1 (completely disagree) to 9 (completely agree); for all scales, higher numbers represented
stronger essentialist beliefs.

Design & procedure. Participants completed the study online via Qualtrics (Qualtrics,
Provo, UT) in a laboratory setting. In the first task, participants read eight crime vignettes
(one randomly selected version for each crime type) in a random order and made one
culpability judgment (1 = Not Culpable, 9 = Highly Culpable) and one sentencing decision
(choosing on a slider between 0 and 50 years of prison) on the protagonist after reading
each vignette. This same procedure repeated for each vignette. Once finished, partici-
pants then completed the Essentialism Scale for Crime Concepts. Participants completed
the nine-item essentialism scale for each crime category, blocked by crime category.
Both the order of the crime blocks and the item order within each block was randomized.
Lastly, participants reported demographic information and were debriefed and thanked.
Participants completed the study in about 30 minutes.

Results

Scoring
Essentialism ratings. To look at essentialist ratings, we computed a naturalness and cohe-
siveness index for each participant per crime categories. We generated the naturalness
dimension index by averaging ratings on the five naturalness scales (Naturalness, Neces-
sity, Discreteness, Immutability, and Stability). We generated the cohesiveness dimension
index by averaging ratings on the four cohesiveness scales (Uniformity, Exclusivity,

Table 1. Wording for the essentialism scale on crime categories, Studies 1–3.
Item Statement

Naturalness dimension
Naturalness [Name of crime] exists in the natural world; it’s naturally defined, not invented or labeled by the

human society.
Necessity There are certain features necessary for an act to be considered [name of crime].
Stability The definition of [name of crime] is stable across cultures and throughout the history.
Discreteness [Name of crime] is black and white. It is easy to tell if an act is [name of crime] or not.
Immutability If an act is considered [name of crime] in one instance, it will always be considered [name of crime].
Cohesiveness dimension
Uniformity All acts of [name of crime] are pretty similar and share many features in common.
Inherence All acts of [name of crime] share something deep in common, even though they may look different

across scenarios.
Exclusivity If an act is [name of crime], it is [name of crime] and only [name of crime]. It cannot be classified as

another type of crime.
Informativeness Knowing that an act is [name of crime] tells us a lot about what had happened.
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Inherence and Informativeness; see Table 1). For each dimension index, scores range from 1
to 9 with higher scores representing stronger essentialist beliefs about the naturalness or
cohesiveness of the crime category.

Culpability and punishment ratings. Participants’ ratings of culpability from each crime
vignette scored from 1 (Not Culpable) to 9 (Highly Culpable). Participants’ punishment
ratings scored from 0 to 50 (years of prison).

Malicious intent, violence, and detrimental consequence ratings. Five raters indepen-
dently rated all 32 crime vignettes on malicious intention, violence, and detrimental con-
sequences factors using a scale that ranged from 0 to 10. Based on the high inter-rater
reliability (Cronbach’s α = .95 for malicious intention, α = .93 for violence, and α = .95 for
detrimental consequences), we averaged ratings on each factor for each vignette, yielding
three situational indices for each vignette.

Analysis
Essentialist ratings of crime categories. In order to assess the absolute levels of essentialist
beliefs about the naturalness and cohesiveness of crime categories, we compared mean
essentialist ratings on each dimension of the scale collectively and for each individual
crime category to the midpoint of the rating scale (5.0) via one-sample t-tests. Values signifi-
cantly above the midpoint represented positive essentialist beliefs; values significantly below
the midpoint represented an absence of essentialist beliefs, and we interpreted those not
differentiating from the midpoint as inconclusive of essentialist thinking. Results demon-
strated an overall tendency to essentialize crimes in terms of naturalness (t51 = 4.396, p
< .001). As seen in Table 2, naturalness ratings on all crime types were above the midpoint
of the scale (ps < .01) except for Embezzlement and Drug Violations, suggesting a general ten-
dency to see crimes as naturally defined. In contrast, mean cohesiveness ratings on most
crimes did not differ from the neutral midpoint (t51 = 1.554, p= .126); essentialist beliefs
about cohesiveness were only evident for Embezzlement and Arson.

Effects of essentialist thinking on culpability and sentencing judgments. We used gener-
alized linear mixed-effect models to examine the hypothesized effects of essentialist
thinking on culpability judgment and sentencing decisions. In each model, we entered

Table 2. Mean naturalness and cohesiveness ratings for each crime category in Studies 1–3.

Crime
category

Naturalness Cohesiveness

College
student
(Study 1)

General public
(Study 2)

CJ students
(Study 3)

College
student
(Study 1)

General public
(Study 2)

CJ students
(Study 3)

Murder 5.58(1.47)a 5.51(1.64)a 4.54(1.27)b 5.28(1.71)a 6.02(1.75)b 5.10(1.59)a

Arson 5.71(1.38)a 5.86(1.43)a 5.29(1.14)a 5.56(1.61)a 6.40(1.59)b 4.98(1.56)a

Rape 6.15(1.55)a 6.22(1.57)a 5.40(1.13)b 5.38(2.05)a 6.10(1.67)b 4.70(1.54)a

Theft 5.93(1.38)a 6.18(1.58)a 5.13(1.32)b 5.21(1.66)a 5.96(1.76)b 4.73(0.92)a

Robbery 5.91(1.46)a 6.08(1.53)a 5.09(1.65)b 5.15(1.64)a 6.18(1.57)b 4.94(1.46)a

Burglary 5.86(1.48)a 6.02(1.31)a 5.09(1.33)b 5.25(1.57)a 6.15(1.46)b 5.03(1.43)a

Embezzle-
ment

5.14(1.62)a 5.52(1.50)a 5.03(1.14)a 5.57(1.79)a 6.15(1.75)a 5.54(1.23)a

Drug
Violations

4.81(1.50)a 4.61(1.55)a 4.03(1.23)a 4.84(1.58)a 5.13(1.87)a 3.98(1.35)a

Overall 5.64(1.04)a 5.75(1.18)a 4.96(0.96)b 5.28(1.30)a 6.01(1.30)b 4.88(1.07)a

Note: Values in bold differ from the midpoint of the scale (5.0) by one-sample t-test, p < 0.05. Values with different super-
scripts (for a given crime and essentialism dimension) differed from one another by independent samples t-test, p <
0.05.
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culpability or sentencing ratings from each vignette trial as the dependent variable, the
mean naturalness and cohesiveness ratings on the corresponding crime, together with
the three situational factors (malicious intention, violence and detrimental consequence)
as predictors, and participant as random effect variable.

Results showed that the three situational factors significantly predicted both culpabil-
ity judgments (ps < .001) and sentencing decisions (ps < .01) in each trial, see Table 3 for
details. Increased malicious intention, violence level and more severe consequences of
the act all led to increased culpability judgments as well as increased length of senten-
cing. Most notably, results showed that essentialist beliefs, particularly about the cohe-
siveness of crime categories, also predicted sentencing decisions (β = .18, p < .001)
above and beyond situational factors. These effects were above the minimum effect
size of 0.031 estimated by a sensitivity power analysis at the power level of 0.80. This
finding suggested that essentialist thinking about crime categories made an independent
contribution to sentencing decisions. We did not find significant effects of essentialist
ratings on culpability judgments in this sample.

Summary

Study 1 tested essence-related beliefs about crimes in a group of college students and
explored their relation to intuitive judgments on culpability and punishments. Results
demonstrated that both culpability judgements and punishment decisions were pre-
dicted by protagonists’ malicious intention, the violent nature of the act, as well as the
seriousness of the consequences presented in brief scenarios depicting criminal activities.
Critically, essentialist beliefs about crime categories predicted punishment decisions and
explained unique variances beyond these situational factors. Specifically, the degree to
which participants essentialized crime categories as cohesive – i.e. the degree to which
participants believed instances of the crime category share uniform features and have
inductive power – contributed to their sentencing decisions. This result is important in
extending previous literature and providing initial evidence that essentialist beliefs may
affect legal decision-making.

Study 2

Results from Study 1 provided an initial assessment of essentialist beliefs about crime con-
cepts and how they might affect legal judgments. One common concern of using the

Table 3. Predictors of culpability judgments and sentencing decisions in Studies 1–3.

Decision

Predictors

R2Intent Violence Consequence Essentialism: naturalness Essentialism: cohesiveness

Study 1: General college students
Culpability .207*** .143** .252*** .091 .039 .377
Sentencing .166*** .408*** .225*** −.013 .184*** .499
Study 2: General public participants
Culpability .268*** .115*** .232*** .128* .044 .428
Sentencing .185*** .376*** .250*** −.056 .116** .565
Study 3: CJ students
Culpability .216*** .131* .450*** .012 .076 .360
Sentencing .126** .429*** .241*** −.022 .098 .628

Note: Entries represent standardized regression coefficients. For the ease of interpretation, significant or marginally sig-
nificant entries are marked in bold. †p < 0.10; *p≤ 0.05; **p≤ 0.01; ***p≤ 0.001.
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college student samples is that it does not represent a sufficient range of demographic
characteristics (age, social economic background, education etc.) that resemble the
general population in the United States, and therefore the actual jury pool. The goal of
Study 2 was to replicate findings from Study 1 in a MTurk sample, the demographic
characteristics of which are expected to resemble the general US population more than
traditional subject pools (Paolacci et al., 2010).

Method

Study 2 followed the same study procedures as in Study 1. All participants made culpabil-
ity and punishment decisions on eight crime vignettes and rated eight crime categories
on the nine essentialism items. 147 participants accepted the survey and submitted their
responses via Amazon Mechanical Turk in winter, 2018.3 To ensure that participants
expended adequate attention and effort, we excluded 45 participants who spent less
than 10 minutes on the task, which left us with valid responses from 102 participants
(51% male, 49% female). On average, participants completed the task in 15.9 minutes.
The mean age of participants was 40.6 (SD = 13.2) years. The majority of participants
were white (88%), with 4% African American, 4% Asian American and 2% Hispanic.
Only 17.6% of the participants had greater than $75,000 annual household incomes;
35% of the participants had not attended college. 45% of the participants self-reported
as liberal, 21% as conservative, and 32% as independent. Participants who completed
the survey were rewarded $0.50 USD.

Results

Essentialist ratings of crime categories. As in Study 1, we conducted one-sample t-test ana-
lyses to check if participants’ essentialist ratings deviated from the mid-point of the scale.
Results showed an overall tendency among MTurk participants to essentialize crime cat-
egories: essentialist ratings on seven out of eight crimes were significantly above the mid-
point on both dimensions (except for drug violations; ps < 0.001). Independent-sample t-
tests on mean naturalness and cohesiveness ratings showed that overall, the general
public sample demonstrated stronger essentialist beliefs on the cohesiveness dimension
(t152 = 3.30, p = .001, Cohen’s d = .56), but the two groups did not differ on the naturalness
dimension (t152 = .59, p > .5). Table 2 presented detailed comparisons of individual crime
categories (Figure 1).

Effect of essentialist thinking on culpability and sentencing decisions. We conducted gen-
eralized linear mixed-effect models to examine whether culpability and sentencing judg-
ments were predicted by malicious intention, violence, detrimental consequence, as well
as naturalness and cohesiveness ratings in the MTurk sample. As in Study 1, intent, vio-
lence, and consequences (ps < 0.01) and essentialist beliefs about cohesiveness (β = .12,
p = .01) all contributed to the sentencing decision. Unlike in Study 1, in addition to the
three situational factors (ps < 0.001), naturalness beliefs (β = .13, p = .01) predicted
judgements about culpability (see Table 3). These effects were above the minimum
effect size of 0.016 estimate by a sensitivity power analysis to be detected at the
power level of 0.80.
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Summary

Study 2 extended the results of Study 1 by testing essentialist beliefs about crimes in a
general public sample. Participants showed comparable essentialist ratings about
crimes on the naturalness dimension, but stronger essentialist beliefs than college stu-
dents on the cohesiveness dimension. Further, results from Study 2 provided more gen-
eralizable and robust evidence that essentialist beliefs about abstract crime concepts
played an independent predictive role in both culpability and sentencing judgments
above and beyond situational factors.

Study 3

Results from Studies 1 to 2 suggested that participants with stronger essentialist beliefs
about crime categories were more likely to judge people who have committed crimes
as culpable and give harsher punishments. We observed this tendency among a
general sample of university students, and even more strongly among a more diverse
sample of the American public. A remaining question was whether this reasoning
pattern we observed from lay samples would be generalizable to those who have
more knowledge of the criminal justice system.

Theoretically, this question is meaningful for us to understand the extent to which
expertise can and does override intuitive belief systems. Previous research has suggested
the intuitive nature of essentialist thinking, that even though participants were able to
inhibit their essentialist responses in a delayed time condition, they tended to give essen-
tialist responses under time pressure (Eidson & Coley, 2014). Previous literature has docu-
mented mixed findings regarding the role of expertise on intuitive thinking patterns. On
the one hand, it is possible that formal education can alter the conceptual structure of
how knowledge is organized in people’s mind. For example, biology professors categor-
ized biology concepts based on their deeper, abstract relations whereas non biology-

Figure 1. Overall essentialist ratings in Studies 1–3. Note. Error bars represent 95% C.I.
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major students did so based on superficial features (Smith et al., 2013). Likewise, commer-
cial fishermen relied on ecological factors when sorting marine species whereas novices
simply attended to the appearance (Shafto & Coley, 2003). On the other hand, studies
suggested that formal education may suppress, but does not overwrite, intuitive thinking.
For example, research has shown that even after extensive training, senior scientists were
less accurate and efficient endorsing counter-intuitive, but scientifically true statements
(Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012; also see Goldberg & Thompson-Schill, 2009; Kelemen
et al., 2013 for further evidence of intuitive knowledge as a persistent cognitive default).

To test whether gaining formal education in the domain of criminal justice would have
any impact on the role of essentialist thinking on making culpability and punishment
judgments, thus be considered as a potential intervention to mitigate the essentialist
bias (Vel-Palumbo et al., 2018), we extended the current studies to a group of undergradu-
ate students engaged in criminal justice studies.

Method

Participants. Sixty two undergraduate students (32% male, 66% female) with a major or
minor in criminal justice (henceforth, ‘CJ students’) from a private university in the north-
east U.S.A. were recruited from three criminal justice courses: Criminal Law, Law & Society
and Law & Psychology in spring, 2017. Each of these courses are upper level elective
courses open to juniors and seniors who are actively pursuing majors or minors in Crim-
inal Justice and/or Psychology and who have completed various prerequisite courses
inclusive of Introduction to Criminal Justice. The mean age of participants was 21.8
years (SD = 2.39). The racial breakdown was as follows: 73% Caucasian, 8% Asian, 6%
African American, 2% Hispanic/Latino and 11% others. 50.0% of the participants reported
annual household incomes greater than $75,000. 40% of the participants self-identified as
liberal, 21% of the participants self-identified as conservative, and 39% as independent or
others. On average, participants had taken 6.8 (SD = 4.55) courses in criminal justice (not
including the class in which they were being surveyed) at the time of the study.

Materials & design. Due to logistic constraints, Study 3 employed a paper-and-pencil
version of the materials used in Studies 1 and 2. Each participant rated half of the
crime vignettes (four instead of eight) and provided essentialist ratings for the four cor-
responding crime types. Each participant saw one of eight fixed random combinations
of four crime vignettes, presented in a fixed randomized order. Across versions, each
crime appeared the same number of times. The essentialist items were blocked by
crime category and presented in a fixed randomized order.

Procedure. We distributed the survey in three undergraduate level criminal justice class-
rooms with the approval of the class instructors. As in Studies 1 and 2, participants first
made culpability and sentencing ratings for the crime vignettes, and then completed
the essentialism scale. It was made clear to the participants that this survey was not a
test of their criminal justice knowledge, but rather about their personal opinions. Partici-
pants completed the survey in about 10–15 minutes.

Results

Essentialist ratings on crime categories. We again conducted one-sample t-tests to assess
the degree to which mean essentialist ratings deviated from the midpoint of the scale
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(5.0). In contrast to the lay participants, mean naturalness ratings for CJ students were not
different from the midpoint of the scale (t61 = .360, p > .5). As seen in Table 2, onlymurder
was essentialized as a natural category (and only marginally) whereas rape and drug viola-
tions were significantly below the midpoint, indicating a tendency towards non-essenti-
alist views. Similarly, mean cohesiveness ratings for CJ students were also not different
from the midpoint of the scale (t61 = .896, p > .1). Only embezzlement was strongly essen-
tialized with respect to cohesiveness, whereas drug violations fell below the midpoint of
the scale, indicating a non-essentialist view (Figures 2 and 3).

To compare ratings across all three groups, we conducted a 2 (essentialist dimension:
naturalness vs. cohesiveness) × 3 (participant group) mixed-measures ANOVA. Results
showed a main effect of participants group (F2,213 = 14.827, p < .001, h2

p = .122). Overall,
CJ students made significantly weaker essentialist ratings (M = 4.91, SD = .95) than both
non-CJ college students (M = 5.48, SD = 1.11, t112 = 2.616, p(turkey) = .026) and MTurk par-
ticipants (M = 5.87, SD = 1.18, t162 = 5.435, p(turkey) < .001); whereas the two lay samples
did not differ from each other (t152 = 2.250, p(turkey) = 0.065). Results also showed a signifi-
cant interaction between essentialist dimension and participant group (F2,213 = 11.743, p
< .001, h2

p = .099). The difference between CJ students and non-CJ college students were
mostly driven by essentialist ratings on the naturalness dimension (t112 = 3.105, p(turkey)
= .025) instead of the cohesiveness dimension (t112 = 1.834, p(turkey) = .445). On the other
hand, the two lay samples did not differ on their naturalness ratings (t152 = .571,
p(turkey) = .993), whereas MTurk participants were significantly higher on the cohesiveness
scale than non-CJ college students (t152 = 3.678, p(turkey) = .004), see Table 2 for more
details of the group ratings. Overall, CJ students showed significantly weaker essentialist
reasoning about crime concepts than those without specific criminal justice knowledge.

Effect of essentialist thinking on culpability and sentencing decisions. We applied gener-
alized linear mixed-effect models to examine the hypothesized effect of essentialist

Figure 2. Mean naturalness ratings by crime category in Studies 1–3. Note. Error bars represent 95%
C.I.
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thinking on culpability and sentencing decisions. A sensitivity power analysis estimated a
minimum effect size of 0.061 at the power level of 0.80 for the current models. Results
from the culpability model demonstrated that, as in Studies 1 and 2, culpability ratings
were significantly predicted by the three situational factors: malicious intention (β = .22,
p < .001), violence (β = .13, p = .028), and consequence (β = .45, p < .001). However,
neither naturalness nor cohesiveness ratings predicted culpability judgements among
CJ students (see Table 3). Results from the punishment model demonstrated that, senten-
cing decisions were again significantly predicted by the three situational factors: mali-
cious intention (β = .13, p = .007), violence (β = .43, p < .001), and consequence (β = .24,
p < .001). However, in contrast to the two lay samples, neither naturalness nor cohesive-
ness ratings predicted sentencing decisions among CJ majors (see Table 3).

Summary

Study 3 tested essentialist beliefs about crime concepts among advanced college stu-
dents who were formally involved in studying criminal justice. The comparison
between the CJ students and lay participants revealed three important findings. First,
CJ students showed significantly weaker essentialist beliefs about crime categories than
lay participants (including those recruited from the same college in a general college
sample and those recruited from a general public sample). Second, CJ students’ response
patterns showed the same association between situational factors and legal decisions
observed in the lay samples. However, in contrast to those without formal training in crim-
inal justice, essentialist ratings from CJ students did not predict either culpability or pun-
ishment decisions. In sum, students who have developed a certain level of knowledge in
the field of criminal justice (on average about seven criminal justice courses in this
sample) might be better at mitigating intuitive heuristics like essentialist thinking when

Figure 3.Mean cohesiveness ratings by crime category in Studies 1–3. Note. Error bars represent 95%
C.I.
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making legal decisions. Below we will discuss the interpretation of these results and their
implications.

General discussion

The current research investigated essentialist beliefs about crime categories and how that
affected culpability and sentencing decisions among participants with and without formal
training in criminal justice. Participants read a range of crime vignettes varying on three
situational factors (intent, violence and consequence) and made culpability and punish-
ment decisions for each vignette. They also rated their agreement with a list of essentialist
statements about each type of crimes. Results showed that although situational factors
predicted both culpability and punishment decisions in all three samples, essentialist
beliefs predicted culpability and punishment decisions only in lay participants, but not
those studying criminal justice.

Essentialist beliefs about crime categories

The current research presented evidence that participants in all three samples showed
some level of essentialist thinking about abstract crime concepts. Although to different
degrees, they essentialized crimes in a similar way as they essentialize common concrete
concepts, such as biological species and social groups: crimes were perceived as both
naturally formed and inherently coherent. This intuitive tendency to essentialize crime
categories were more pronounced in those without formal knowledge of the criminal
system. The general population sample (Study 2) showed an overall tendency to
endorse essentialist statements on both the naturalness and cohesiveness dimensions,
whereas the general college sample (Study 1) showed an overall tendency to endorse nat-
uralness but not cohesiveness statements. CJ students, in contrast, were more ambivalent,
in general, their mean essentialist ratings did not differentiate from the middle ground
(note that CJ students did not show an overall tendency to reject essentialist statements
neither). Despite their lack of an overall endorsement of essentialist statements, our
results showed that CJ students essentialized some crime categories, for example, embez-
zlement (on the cohesiveness aspect), see Table 2. Complimenting previous work (Ber-
ryessa, 2020; Vel-Palumbo et al., 2018), these findings provide evidence that essentialist
thinking is prevalent in understanding crime concepts.

Notwithstanding the general essentialist tendencies across the board, participants did
not essentialize all crime categories to the same degree. Essentialist beliefs about different
crimes differed along the naturalness and cohesiveness dimensions. Crimes that involve
direct personal harms or conflicts, such as rape and robbery, were more strongly essen-
tialized than those without a direct, definite victim – such as drug violations. This is
perhaps due to the emotional reactions evoked by the intensified interpersonal confron-
tations depicted in those vignettes, which were shown to play a critical role in moral
decision-making (Greene et al., 2001). Criminal behaviors that bring direct harms to
others may be more likely seen as a violation of absolute moral values and more
‘wrong’ in nature. Indeed, essentialist thinking about crimes, just as essentialist thinking
about social groups, is not an all-or-none matter (Prentice & Miller, 2007). Variances in
essentialist beliefs about different crime categories may reflect naive theories about
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what constitutes a crime, which can be shaped by how crimes are narrated in social
discourses.

The role of essentialist thinking in legal decision-making

Across all samples, culpability and punishment judgments were consistently predicted by
the degree to which the protagonist was seen as harboring malicious intent, the serious-
ness of the consequences, and the degree of violence that was employed in the criminal
act. This finding is generally consistent with the common law standards of responsibility,
which sees the concurrence of actus reus (the criminal conduct) andmens rea (the criminal
intent) as necessary components of criminal culpability (Lippman, 2005). This pattern of
results also supports that punishment decisions may be driven by both retributive and
rehabilitative sentiments. On one hand, the importance of detrimental consequences in
punishment decisions closely aligns with the retributive account, which justifies legal
punishment as being proportional to the harm it has caused (Carlsmith & Darley, 2008;
Reyna & Weiner, 2001; Vidmar & Miller, 1980). On the other hand, the fact that malicious
intent predicted punishment decisions reflects the rehabilitative perspective, wherein the
lack of malicious intent signals a reduced likelihood of recidivism (Kraus & Keltner, 2013). It
is possible, though, lack of intent might in some cases imply lack of agency, which may
reduce blame but increase punishment motives (Cheung & Heine, 2015). Further evidence
is needed to tease apart how lack of intent and lack of agency might affect culpability and
punishment decisions separately. Together, the current findings suggest that a combi-
nation of retributive and rehabilitation accounts reflected in common law principles on
culpability and sentencing are well aligned with people’s intuitive sense of guilt and
punishment.

A primary contribution of the current research is the finding that essentialist thinking
had an independent, predictive effect on culpability and punishment judgments above
and beyond the situational factors expected to impact the decision-making. Specifically,
beliefs about the naturalness of crime categories predicted higher culpability judgments,
whereas beliefs about the cohesiveness of crime categories predicted harsher sentencing
decisions. Although we did not predict this specific differential pattern, these results indi-
cated that essentialist thinking – a basic cognitive framework of how people represent
concepts – can be applied to abstract categories like types of crimes, and critically, that
essentialist thinking systematically influenced legal decision-making among participants
from the general population. Note that this finding came from our study design where
participants saw the crime vignettes before they completed the essentialism scale. In
other words, participants were not reminded of their essentialist thoughts about crimes
at the time they made their culpability and sentencing judgments. We designed our
study in this way so that we can observe how people make legal judgments in a
natural context. Alternatively, if essentialism scale would occur before the crime vignettes,
we might be at a better chance to capture an effect of essentialist thinking, however, that
experimental procedure would violate the real-life decision-making context thus overes-
timate the hypothesized effect. As such, we believe that our finding extends current work
showing how essentializing people who have committed crimes based on their social
identities (e.g. race, gender, psychiatric diagnoses) negatively impacts legal decisions
(Berryessa, 2019; Hartley et al., 2007; Rodriguez et al., 2006; Starr, 2015). The current
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finding also extends previous research on the essentialist attribution of criminal behaviors
to genetically or biologically determined, immoral essence and its impact in legal
decision-making (Berryessa, 2016, 2020; Cheung & Heine, 2015; Dar-Nimrod & Heine,
2011; Dunlea & Heiphetz, 2020; Heiphetz, 2020; Monterosso et al., 2005).

Effects of education in criminal justice

A critical question of the current research is whether formal education in criminal justice
would alter the reasoning pattern about crime concepts. Our results pointed to some
similarities between those with and without specific training in criminal justice. These
groups did not differ in their overall culpability or sentencing judgments and were iden-
tical with respect to the situational factors that predicted such judgements. However, our
results also pointed to some clear group differences. Overall, CJ students had significantly
weaker essentialist beliefs about crimes than participants without criminal justice knowl-
edge. This result is consistent with other findings that expertise, knowledge, or education
on a subject may lead to reduced essentialist thinking (e.g. Ahn et al., 2006). Most strik-
ingly, we found a sharp contrast between the populations such that essentialist thinking
independently predicted culpability and sentencing decisions only in the two lay samples,
but not in criminal justice students. As suggested by previous literature, expertise not only
results in the addition of content knowledge (Chase & Simon, 1973), but can also shape
higher-order epistemological systems of conceptual organization (Chi et al., 1981). The
current findings provide additional evidence suggesting the effect of formal education
on cognitive reasoning in the domain of criminal justice.

It is important to note that, although levels of essentialist thinking were weaker in the
CJ student sample, they still exhibited some essentialist tendencies toward crime cat-
egories. Although the absolute levels of essentialist tendencies were reduced, they
were not eliminated completely. Essentialism has been thought to exhibit across many
social, educational, age, and economic backgrounds (Gelman, 2009; Norenzayan &
Heine, 2005). Thus, it may be idealistic to expect for essentialist views to be eradicated
completely by knowledge or education, and instead, methods to temper it should be uti-
lized. Vel-Palumbo et al. (2018) suggest the negative effects of essentialist thinking may
be mitigated by knowledge on a subject. Indeed, the current work supports the notion
that knowledge may be the power to counter harsh or negative extra-legal effects of
essentialism on legal judgments.

Limitations and future directions

The current research bears a number of limitations. First, more evidence is needed to elu-
cidate the differential patterns between the subcomponents of essentialist thinking and
their predictive effects on culpability and sentencing decisions. As demonstrated in the
lay samples, beliefs about the naturalness aspect of crime categories predicted higher
culpability judgments, whereas beliefs about the cohesiveness aspect of crime categories
predicted harsher sentencing decisions. Although we did not predict this specific pattern,
it is not surprising that seeing a crime as a violation of the natural law and universally for-
bidden by the human society would lead to the belief that people should be held respon-
sible for committing such detestable behaviors (Lamond, 2007). The cohesiveness aspect,
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on the other hand, reveals assumptions on the uniform and inductive features of the crim-
inal activity, thus may be more relevant to the perceived recidivism of the behavior, jus-
tifying punishment decisions. However, further research is necessary to warrant these
relationships.

Second, our evidence precludes any causal interpretation about the effects of edu-
cation on essentialist reasoning about crime categories. It is certainly possible, and
indeed likely, that important differences preexist between students who decide to
study criminal justice and those who do not, and essentialist thinking may be one of
them. Relatedly, one might suspect that by comparing three studies conducted across
different time points (summer 2016, spring 2017, & winter 2018) despite the identical
study materials, we might have inevitably included extraneous confounds. Our thoughts
are that essentialist beliefs on social identities (e.g. Muslims, police officers, or African
Americans) may be more sensitive to social events occurred during a specific time
period, as compared to people’s thoughts on abstract concepts such as crimes. We did
not notice any major social event during the time course of our data collection which
might lead us to expect a significant change in participants’ essentialist beliefs on
crime concepts. Further, the similarities we have observed across the three groups in
their overall culpability and sentencing judgments, as well as in the role of situational
factors, suggested that the difference patterns on the effect of essentialism on legal
decision-making was less plausibly a preexisting difference between CJ students and
both lay samples, and therefore, more likely to be an outcome of formal education in
criminal justice. Future research designs should attempt to discern the potential causal
relationship of education or knowledge and the mitigation of essentialist thinking, such
as using educational interventions on essentialism to see how such tools may affect
views and judgments related to crime categories.

Another limitation of the current research is the procedural differences between our
study method and the actual decision-making context in the courtroom. Whereas partici-
pants in our study were under no pressure and received sufficient time to think critically
when making each decision, cognitive load may be ubiquitous in the courtroom. For
instance, when making decisions about an offender’s guilt or innocence and, sub-
sequently, the length of his or her sentence, it is all but impossible for judges to take
their time to evaluate every single piece of the relevant information. As suggested by pre-
vious literature, intuitive thinking, although can be inhibited by education, can reemerge
under cognitive load, prompting even experts to fall back on intuitive beliefs when
making decisions (Kelemen et al., 2013; Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012). As such, even
though findings from our research suggested that people with formal training in criminal
justice may be less likely to engage in essentialist thinking when making legal decisions,
there is a potential that judges may more readily rely on their intuitive essentialist beliefs
in the courtroom, even with their criminal justice expertise. Accordingly, future research
should investigate the influences of cognitive load related to essentialism – perhaps by
providing a quantity of information that cannot be fully evaluated within the time
frame given – on judicial decision-making. Relatedly, future research may look into
whether evaluating cases of different types of crimes in a sequential order (as presented
in the current study) would lead to different decision outcomes as compared to evalu-
ations made separately.
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Future work should also examine how essentialist biases may impact judgments in
criminal cases outside direct trial contexts, such as probation or parole decisions. As
the effects of biases on acts and judgments involving discretion may be more applicable
to punishment contexts, the focal concerns perspective should be used to examine the
effects of essentialist tendencies on attributions of blameworthiness and community pro-
tection in sentencing decisions (Ulmer & Johnson, 2004). Future inquiries should also
examine guilt judgments in these contexts by using ‘guilty’ or ‘not guilty’ outcomes,
rather than ratings on a continuum, in order to mimic the real-world courtroom
decision-making process.

Implications

Results from the current research have important implications for criminal justice. The
current findings were drawn from a sample of community members and students.
Members of the general public may not only serve as jurors in criminal trials to make culp-
ability judgments in determining verdicts, but also could potentially participate in juror
sentencing which exists in certain states for about 4,000 cases per year (King & Noble,
2005). Whereas legal instructions require jurors to decide based on ‘the evidence
admitted in this case’ only (Massachusetts Model Jury Instructions, 2019) and not to be
influenced by extralegal factors, including their personal feelings, prejudices or sympathy
(Maine Model Jury Instructions, 2019), the current findings suggest that intuitive essence-
related beliefs may in reality play an important role in predicting judgment outcomes. As
stated by Cullen et al. (1985), ‘how people explain crime will affect what they want done
about it’ (p. 310). It is vital to understand how people form culpability and sentencing
decisions, as these decisions are central to the functioning of the criminal justice
system (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 2013). Therefore, the current findings are relevant
to jury trials demonstrating how essentialist thinking could practically affect court
decisions.

Further, for sentencing practices, the effects of essentialist views on punishment views
may also have profound implications for the democratization of punishment, which argues
that punishment is a ‘social exercise that expresses disapprobation on behalf of the col-
lectivity’ to reflect perceptions of justice (Roberts & de Keijser, 2014, p. 494). Scholars have
argued that factors which affect public intuitions of punishment should be considered
and discussed by sentencing authorities and decision-makers in the criminal justice
system to help align punishment practices to the public’s views, in order to increase confi-
dence in and legitimacy of the criminal justice system (Roberts & de Keijser, 2014). Thus,
the current findings provide evidence that may assist decision-makers and authorities to
tailor existing sentencing practices.

In order to counteract the potential biases associated with essentialist thinking, par-
ticularly related to harsher legal judgments, this work suggests that forms of education
or workshops on both criminal justice and essentialist biases might help to temper nega-
tive effects of such thinking in legal decisions. Particularly, as education on criminal justice
helped to assuage essentialist attitudes and disrupt its effects on legal judgments in this
study, juror education, which has been thought to reduce cognitive biases in other ways,
on criminal justice generally may be helpful to counter such biases (Daftary-Kapur et al.,
2010). However, as jurors are members of the public, the best way to help potentially
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counter negative effects of essentialist thinking in juror decision-making may be not only
to educate members of the public on the criminal justice system, but also directly address
essentialist assumptions via media coverage and other forms of public dissemination.
Indeed, presenting individuals with their own biases or psychological ‘soft spots’ has
been found to counter stereotyping and other negative influences that can come from
them (Banaji & Greenwald, 2016). In the current contexts, media coverage or public
exposure to information on the criminal justice system, as well as common biases associ-
ated with essentialism or countering their false beliefs that the commission of certain
crimes, such as drug use or even rape, may not be indicative of a person’s character, beha-
viors, or outcomes, may be beneficial. Finally, as judges are thought to exhibit similar
psychological biases as the general public (Berryessa, 2020; Peer & Gamliel, 2013; Wistrich
et al., 2014; Wrightsman, 2012), workshops might also focus on educating judges on
essentialism in order to potentially counter their essentialist thinking and how such
biases may be exhibited in judges’ legal judgments particularly under the influence of
cognitive load.

Conclusion

The current findings indicate that essentialist beliefs may influence important aspects of
legal decision-making. By demonstrating that people spontaneously essentialized crime
categories in a similar way as they reason about biological and social categories, this
research provides new evidence suggesting that essentialist thinking constitutes a
domain-general cognitive framework. By demonstrating that students with formal edu-
cation in criminal justice were less likely than lay participants to engage in essentialist
thinking in legal judgments, the current research also adds on evidence demonstrating
the malleable nature of intuitive construals that may best be mitigated by knowledge
and education on the subject domain.

Notes

1. The data that support the findings of these three studies are available from the correspond-
ing author upon request.

2. A detailed list of the study materials used is available from the corresponding author upon
request.

3. Data of Study 2 were collected in a chronologically later order than Study 3. We presented the
paper in the current order based on the theoretical structure of the three experiments.
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